
Switzerland, Facing an Unprecedented
Power Shortage, Contemplates a Partial
Ban on the Use of Electric Vehicles
It turns out that you can have battery-powered cars, or you can have
renewable energy, but you can't have both.
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The Swiss Confederation usually imports electricity from France and Germany to keep
the lights on over the winter, but this year neither country has any power to spare. Many

French nuclear power plants are down a�er years of postponed maintenance, while in
Germany we su�er from a super�uity of idle wind turbines and a (self-imposed) shortage
of natural gas.

The Federal Council of Switzerland has therefore published dra� legislation, which
outlines four tiers of escalating measures to conserve electricity and avert potential
blackouts. The �rst prescribes a lot of temperature restrictions for things like
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refrigerators and washing machines. The second includes more unusual rules, such as
the demand that heating in clubs and discotheques “be set to the lowest level or switched
o� completely,” and that “streaming services … limit resolution of their content to

standard de�nition.” The third foresees cutting business hours, banning the use of Blue
Ray players and gaming computers, and also limiting the use of electric cars, which
should be driven only when absolutely necessary. A fourth and �nal tier mandates
closure of ski facilities, casinos, cinemas, theatre and the opera.

A lot of these rules look unenforceable, but they said the same thing about contact

restrictions during the pandemic. It turns out that the state really can prevent you from
socialising with people in your own home if it wants to, especially when there’s no
shortage of prying neighbours eager to snitch.

Feasibility isn’t the point, though. It’s the optics here that are most astounding. Electric
vehicles, which politicians have heavily subsidised as one of their primary policy
responses to climate change, are just now crashing against that other great arm of the

green agenda, namely renewable energy. You can’t drive everyone into ever greater
dependence upon the electrical grid, while also orchestrating an energy transition to
wind (which hardly blows in Germany, except in the north) and solar (which generates no
meaningful power in the depths of the Central European winter). Gas from Russia was
the magic ingredient that kept the whole renewables charade going, and we’re out of that

now. There’s no way to cover up the failure; not even the green-friendly German media
has any excuse or messaging angle here.
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Aren't the Swiss going to use the extra power generated by rainbows and unicorns?

That is our plan out here in California next summer.
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This is clearly a planned crisis. Remember California being Enron-ed? Electrical generation

plants were suddenly "taken off-line" forcing the CA grid operators to buy electricity from

Arizona, & other states at highly inflated spot prices. Energy bills went through the roof, the

manipulators made tons of money & the California consumers paid that high price & were

never reimbursed for the overpriced energy. Whenever I see them talking about power plants

taken off-line for "maintenance" I get suspicious now. Our CA energy crisis seemed to only

be about $$. The European one seems likely to be really deadly. What is the goal here?
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